Gap junction structures. V. Structural chemistry inferred from X-ray diffraction measurements on sucrose accessibility and trypsin susceptibility.
X-ray diffraction patterns have been recorded from partially oriented specimens of gap junctions isolated from mouse liver and suspended in sucrose solutions of different concentration and thus of different electron density. Analysis of these diffraction patterns has shown that sucrose is excluded from the 6-fold rotation axis of the junction lattice for a length of about 100 A. This indicates that the aqueous channel of the junctions is in the closed, high resistance state in these preparations. Mapping of the sucrose-accessible space in the junction indicates that the cross-sectional area of the channel entrance on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane could be up to five times larger than the area of the transmembrane channel. Sucrose does not penetrate more than 20 A into the membrane along the channel. Apparently the aqueous channel, 8 to 10 A in radius for most of its length, is narrowed or blocked by a small feature about 50 A from the center of the gap. Very close interactions exist between the gap junction protein and the lipid polar head groups on the cytoplasmic surface of the membrane. In this region, the protein intercalates between the polar head groups. These results suggest that the gap junction protein may have a functional two-domain structure. One domain, with a molecular weight of about 15,000, spans one bilayer and half of the gap and is contained largely within a radius of 25 A from the 6-fold axis. The second domain is smaller and occupies the cytoplasmic surface of the gap junction membrane. Trypsin digestion removes about 4000 Mr from the cytoplasmic surface domain of the junction protein. Most of the material susceptible to trypsin digestion is located more than 28 A from the 6-fold axis.